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	Paragraph-K5LaVpbr28: Yes, I can. Happy, sad, angry, surprised, confused, excited, worried, calm.
	Paragraph-SxaB1864w1: When I'm happy, I feel like smiling and laughing. When I'm sad, I feel like crying. When I'm angry, I feel like yelling. When I'm surprised, I feel my heart beating fast. When I'm confused, I feel lost. When I'm excited, I feel like jumping. When I'm worried, I feel anxious. When I'm calm, I feel peaceful.
	Paragraph-YWzqID0Qd4: I can express happiness by sharing good news with my friends. I can manage sadness by talking to someone I trust. I can express anger by taking deep breaths and counting to ten. I can manage surprise by taking a moment to breathe and then asking questions. I can express confusion by asking for help. I can manage excitement by doing something fun. I can express worry by making a plan. I can manage calmness by practicing relaxation techniques like deep breathing.
	Paragraph-MoTh6Mf8Ea: Others might feel happy when they receive a gift. They might feel sad when they lose a game. They might feel angry when someone takes their toy. They might feel surprised when they see a magic trick. They might feel confused when they don't understand a new game. They might feel excited when they go on a trip. They might feel worried when they hear a loud noise. They might feel calm when they listen to soft music.
	Paragraph-Czt-GzjZIS: Through our activities, we've gained valuable insights into the diverse range of emotions we experience daily. It's been enlightening to see how openly we've discussed and explored these emotions. I'm encouraged by the strategies we've discovered for recognizing and managing emotions effectively. By continuing to practice these skills, I believe we can foster a deeper understanding of emotions and enhance our ability to navigate social interactions and cope with challenges.
	Paragraph-rpVAkrD3G6: I suggest creating a feelings journal to track your daily emotions and reflect on what triggers them. This journal will provide a valuable tool for gaining insight into your emotional responses and developing coping strategies. By regularly recording your emotions and reflecting on patterns, you'll empower yourself to better manage difficult emotions and navigate life's ups and downs with greater ease.
	Paragraph-Qoh5I8ZzRX: Understanding and expressing emotions are crucial skills for your growth and well-being. I'm impressed by the progress you've made in identifying and discussing emotions, and I'm confident that you'll continue to develop your emotional intelligence skills. Remember, by practicing these skills regularly and engaging in activities like journaling, you're investing in your social and emotional health. I'm here to support you every step of the way as you continue on your journey of self-discovery and emotional growth.


